
THE SUPER TEENS

SEASON TWO - OFFICIAL TRAILER



FADE IN:

BLACK. Nothing else.

But a WHIMPERING fills out ears. Scared. No, terrified.

CRANK. A door suddenly OPENS, letting light FLOOD inside. And 
the person whimpering is revealed --

DEBBIE KNOX.

She cowers, curled into a ball. She looks awful. Dirty. Like 
she hasn’t bathed in several days.

SWISH PAN. ALEXANDER. He stands in the doorway, smiling.

ALEXANDER
It’s time.

DEBBIE
Time... for what?

CUT TO:

ALEXANDER leads DEBBIE down a silver hallway. DEBBIE folds 
her arms, fear in her eyes.

JANICE (V.O.)
You don’t really think that it 
could be them again, do you?

CLARK (V.O.)
We’ve been saying that for two 
weeks... We can’t be sure.

JANICE (V.O.)
Well something had to have 
happened! She didn’t just decide to 
disappear!

They stop by a door. ALEXANDER opens it as we --

SMASH TO:

THIS SEASON
FADE INTO:

THE KNOX TRIPLETS sit around in their living room.



SARA
But we’ve been looking for clues, 
and we haven’t found anything.

JANICE
Chosen leaves no clues, we know 
that.

SARA
Maybe we should... Maybe we should 
go and talk to the Uucsio’s.

CLARK
We’ve shut them out. We’ve shut 
everybody out. The press literally 
hangs out in our front yard.

CUT TO:

DR. UUCSIO types away at his SUPERCOMPUTER. JANE DOE sits at 
the DESK, doing the exact same thing on the LAPTOP.

BEEP, BEEP, BEEP.

Dr. Uucsio lets out a frustrated SIGH and runs his hands 
through his hair.

BEEP, BEEP, BEEP.

Jane does the same.

JANE DOE
Geoffrey, I... I think we need to 
accept that... That they took her 
again.

DR. UUCSIO
But it’s not the same MO. They 
didn’t send a letter.

JANE DOE
But there are no other explanations 
to this.

CUT TO:

DEBBIE stands in a room. ALEXANDER stands behind her, as seen 
through a doorway.

ALEXANDER
We’ll pick this up tomorrow.
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The door suddenly CLOSES. DARKNESS.

SMASH TO:

THE SEARCH
CUT TO:

FRED and LUCY go soaring through a window. The glass SHATTERS 
and rains down in a million pieces.

CUT TO:

DET. ASHLOCK and KATRINA fall to the floor as they wrestle 
over a pistol.

CUT TO:

JANICE jumps back from the FLAMES that are produced right in 
front of her.

CUT TO:

HOLT holds SARA by her hips, their lips attached. They 
continue to kiss as they push themselves against the wall.

CUT TO:

SARA, underwater, flails her arms left and right, attempting 
to break the surface of the crystal blue around her.

CUT TO:

Walking up to a window, RYAN stares out into the city of 
Upsville, horrified by what he witnesses.

SMASH TO:

IS ON
JANICE, CLARK, and SARA stand around one another, somber 
expressions on all of them.

JANICE
Sometimes I wonder what it would be 
like if we never got these powers.
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CLARK
We just can’t think like that. Not 
now.

CUT TO:

SHELA, tears running down her face, sits across from DEBBIE.

SHELA
It’s not fair, Debbie. They... took 
our lives away. I -- I had dreams, 
plans, someone who loved me.

(beat)
We have to get out of here.

CUT TO:

DR. UUCSIO, his hands shielding his eyes, begins to walk 
around a room covered in green GAS. He’s disoriented.

CUT TO:

KATRINA DONOVAN struts her way in front of MRS. UUCSIO, both 
woman’s faces marked with fury.

KATRINA stops moving. Her image begins to SHIMMER and her 
CLONES separate off.

KATRINA
Now is the time when you would run.

MRS. UUCSIO stares back, not backing down.

CUT TO:

ELLIE, her eyes a deep, crystal blue, smirks. With one hand 
on her hip, she throws the other out, clenching it into a 
fist. 

WATER suddenly BURSTS from the pipes above her and it SHOOTS 
towards the people in front of her - THE KNOX TRIPLETS.

CUT TO:

An ASSASSIN, MICHELLE, points her gun at CLARK, who has his 
arms raised.

CLARK
Why do you work for them? For 
Chosen?
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MICHELLE
Because they work for what’s good. 
They’re trying to preserve the 
power, not exploit it and use it 
for their own person gain.

(beat)
They’re helping.

SMASH TO:

AND SECRETS
CUT TO:

SARA, a blank expression, SMASHES a can of soda over JANICE’S 
head, knocking her sister over.

CUT TO:

DR. UUCSIO stares at his supercomputer’s screen, shocked.

DR. UUCSIO
Oh my God...

CUT TO:

JANE DOE clutches her stomach and falls to the floor, tears 
pouring out of her eyes and a pained expression on her face.

JANE DOE
NOOOOOOOO!!

CUT TO:

CLARK stares at something in his hand, off-screen. Confused.

CLARK (V.O.)
It was you. How could you...

He is quickly HIT across the head with a blunt object.

SMASH TO:

WILL BE REVEALED
CUT TO:
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JANICE and SARA fall into CLARK’s arms, all three of them 
crying their eyes out. Clark cradles his sister as they all 
sink to the floor.

CLARK (O.S.)
You work for Chosen.

SMASH TO BLACK.

FADE IN:

SARA pushes the tip of a KNIFE into her wrist.

SARA
Ow, ow, ow, ow, ow.

She digs it a little deeper, but quickly throws it on the 
floor, her face showing immense pain.

SARA (CONT’D)
Ow, crap that hurts!

CLARK
And what did you expect again...?

SARA
I give mad props to the witches on 
Charmed. Holy hell, ow.

FLASH TO:

THE SUPER TEENS
SEASON TWO

COMING THIS SUMMER
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